
























Sir ce 1934 
Council
 





















 allocated $1,000 
of the 
spring general fund to the Iranian 
Student
 Association and the S.U. Audio-
Visual.  
Citing 
"possible  bad business 
practices," Rico 
vetoed  last week's 
council  decision 
Monday.  
The book, written by members of a 
Women's
 Health Issues class and edited 
by 
former SJSU Health Education 
lecturer Irene Miller, explains women's 
health












Wednesday is the deadline schedule 








using  CAR should have 
completed a 
tenative  schedule, con-
sulted a 




adviser's approval of 
their  schedule 
by Wednesday. 
The completed 
schedules  should teen 
be returned 




December  30 is the 
deadline
 for fee 
payment.
 If the student 
fails to pay his 
fees he will lose the 
classes  he  reserved 




class  schedule and 
fee 
payment  cards will be 
available
 in the 
S.U. 
Loma Prieto 
Room  Dec. 16 to 
20. 
These cards 




 who fails to pick them 
up
 before 














































































rate  of 
$650  if 








































A bomb threat, called in to the 
office of the School of Business, 
caused a 40 minute evacuation of the 
Business Classroom and Tower 
buildings yesterday morning. 
Lillian Travis, secretary to the 
dean of the School of Business, who 
received
 the threat, said a male 
caller informed her at 9:30 a.m. that 
"a bomb was set to go off in the 
School of Business at 10:30." 
Saying that this was the first time 
she had received a bomb threat, 
Travis 
said  she had heard about the 





 she at 
first  thought 
the 
call was from
 campus police 
in-
forming her of 
another  threat, and 
said that it was not 
until  the caller 
'slammed" down the phone 
that
 she 
said she realized that "I was 
talking
 

























































"I feel that when student
 council 
authorizes  an allocation 
of this size, it 
should make









 available," said 





















 as the 
lowest 
price. 
He said the 
Spartan  Shop's 
printer  is 
both the most







 a low price 
and sell it 
at
 SJSU and 





 book be published




and  a 
committee
 be formed to 
recommend a 
price for 




committee  will consist of 
councilmembers
 Jeannette 















Miller  said a 
"great deal 
of work still 
has 
to
 be done 
on
 the book 




typeset  or 
layed out.




completed  by 
Women's  Week 
in March.
 
The book was supposed to be 
com-
pleted last March during
 Women's 
Week but the University
 publications 
office did 
not  finish the 









and  other 
publications.  
In other 

























$600 of their 







include a guitar and 
piano  recital, a 
chorus, Iranian
 music and refresh-
ments. 




 Audio -Visual recieved
 $400 
toward  a two pairs of 
monitor
 speakers 
and a power amplifier 





















Council voted Wednesday by a slim 8-7 vote to ban smoking in the council 
chambers
 during council meetings. 
Councilmember Jeanette Ricard, a non-smoker, brought up the proposal saying 
the smoke in the windowless room is irritating to non-smokers. 
A.S. Treasurer
 Stephanie Dean, a smoker, said the city council members had 
voted against such a proposal because they said such a ban infringed upon the 
rights of others. 
Smokers must sit in a section near the door at city council meetings so that 
smoke will go out of the door. 
Ricard argued that if such a stipulation was 
used
 here the smoke would still 
spread across 
the  room. 
About half the council smokes. Two smoking members had left the meeting when 
the  vote was taken. 
With the vote tied 7-7, A.S. Vice President Rich Thawley,
 anon -smoker, who only 
votes in case of a tie, voted to ban smoking. 
Thawley said the only 
problem  now is enforcing the ban. 
AS. President John Rico, a non-smoker, said he saw no problem enforcing it 
because the S.U. . Pacifica Room 







































stood  on the 
sidewalk
 in front


















University police stood guard
 inside 
the Tower Building and several men 
who said they were from University 
security were posted outside. 
Drake, reading from the demand 
sheet, cited "repeated and over-
whelming" student opposition to four of 
Bunzel's "dictatorial" issues that they 
demanded he rescind immediately. 
"If he doesn't rescind the issues," 
Drake, "then 
we
 ask for his 
resignation."
 
The four issues 
were  the 80-20 
policy,
 
the merger of  







Department  and 
the  
autonomy of A.S. Council. 
No time 
Bunzel said he didn't have time to 
explain his position on the four issues, 
but he would be glad to meet 
with
 a 
delegation of 15 students Wednesday for 
an hour discussion. 
He did 
say,  however, that a revised 
version of the 80-20 interim policy, a 
policy  that formerly stipulated 80 per 
cent
 of the faculty will be tenured or 
working for tenure and 20 per cent 
will  
be temporary, has not come to 
his desk 
yet from the 
Academic  Senate, where it 
was approved earlier this week. 
Interest "doubled" 









 to student questionaires. 






Bunzel's answers, however, and one 
student
 demanded a 
"yes
 or no" an-
swer on whether




to answer in those 
terms, saying,
 "I'm not good at 
reducing questions to a 
'yes or no.' " 
Bunzel also said "the answer is 
neither 





Bunzel  hold  an open 
public forum to debate his views with 
one student. 
"It 
depends on who, when and 
where," he 
said. 
"If the A.S. Council 
sponsors
 it, I 









 told Bunzel 
that
 such a 
resolution had 
already  passed through 
the council. 
"That's











commented  that 
students 
should be wary of 
Bunzel's 
dialogue because 
it has never 
gotten
 

























 all over 
the Spartan 
Daily,"  and 
further 
differences  of 
opinions with










 to the A.S.
 
Constitution,
 in the 
case  of two 
A.S.
 
Council  members 
and
 Roberts who are 
all  on probation. 
Council  members 
Sam
 Engel and 
Steve Meyer are also on probation. 
Roberts said now 
that he has 
resigned his case will not go to the 
judiciary. 
He said he and Rico have different
 
opinions on the roles 
of
 the attorney  
general and the A.S staff. 
"Rico feels that the attorney general 
and the judiciary are deadwood," said 
Roberts. He hates deadwood 
and he 
likes to drop deadwood." 
Roberts said he was told that in a 
"private conference."
 
Rico was unavailable for comment on 
Roberts charges. 
Roberts submitted a brief written 
resignation to 
Rico  yesterday. 
Roberts is the only A.S official who 
does not have an office in the A.S office 
located in the student union. 
He said that it took him two months to 
get an office in the old cafeteria
after being "quite persistent." 
Rico puts priority on A.S programs 
and staff when it comes to office space, 
according to Roberts. 
Two weeks ago 
Roberts
 went to A.S 
Council and asked for $800 which would 
have included his salary of $100 a 
month and operational expenses to 
offer his office as a 
legal information 
center.  
He said the elected position "stinks!' 










 that the office 
should be 
eliminated 
and all the 
legal services
 









Roberts said he 
felt the statement 
was meant 
against  him. 
Council
 tabled the 
request,  asking 
Roberts
 to return 
with




role  as 
attorney  general. 
The issue has 
not  come up for 
the last 
two  meetings. 
A.S.






to study the 































 the attorney 
general's office with 
little  to do. 
Will he accept the 
resignation? 


























By Bill Bucher 
Candy prices in most 
campus vending 
machines
 jumped five cents 
on Nov. 4 and 
an 
additional 
five  cent 
increase  is 
likely
 to hit by 
January, 




 were forced 
to abandon the 15 
cent
 candy in September
 for 20 
cents
 bars to make a 
profit
 because of rising 
sugar  and cocoa 
wholesale
 costs. 
It's not a matter of 
increasing  prices to make 
more money," said 
Ron  Shiveley, 
Servomation
 branch manager, 
which  services campus 
vending
 machines. The 
sugar 
shortage  made the prices 
really  go up. It's gone up 
better  than 300 per cent 
since January." 
Raw 
sugar  prices have 
soared
 to the 300 per cent 
increase level in 10 
months and 








per pound on the New
 York commodity 
market last May, 
more
 than double the 





continued,  "they 
got down to 
where  the bars 
were  very 
small  in size and it 
was costing them 
as much to 
produce
 the small 




 the same, the 
only  thing 
continually




 item is the same 
bar you paid 15 




"I don't ask the 
university  for an 
increase  unless 
we're  at the point 
where  
we're actually
 losing by servicing 
the equipment." 
"Anytime
 there is any price
 adjustments it's
 agreed on between
 the Spartans 
and  Servomation," 
Shiveley said. 




 really think I'm 
asking too much,"
 Shiveley said. 
"We have a 
contract  with 
Servomation  
with





Harry  Wineroth,  
Spartan Shops 
manager  said. 
"Profits from
 the machines
 in the dorms," 
Wineroth said, 
"go to the dorm
 
recreation fund,
 the greatest 
part of the 
profits
 go to the 




machines  in the 
Union,
 a small 
balance
 goes to 
Spartan
 Shops." 
Continued  on back 
page 
























and  is 














SJSU  in 
1958
 and 








































 to give 
students  
control 
over student funds. 
If A.S. 









 will be 
vested 


































































































































































































there  is 
little




















This  lack 
of influence



































 delivers the 
signed 
budget
 to the 
university  







point,  the budget
 becomes 
an 




 of funds which the 
individual 
student has 
had  to 
contribute in order to 






has had little or no influence
 in the 
decision process that determined 
the purposes for which the funds 
are to be disbursed. 
One way of restoring to the A.S. 
electorate a powerful and direct 
control over their own funds would 
be to add a referendum step to the 
budgeting process. 
If the budget summary signed by 
the A.S. president was submitted 
for individual program approval or 
disapproval to the Associated 
Students at its annual spring 
election, the budget committee, 
the 
A.S. council, and the A.S. president 
would be forced to prepare a 
budget 




 of the majority
 of the 
electorate. 
This  would 
compel  those 
preparing 
the budget to be 
acutely 
aware  of the 
views  of their 
con-
stituency
 and to be 




 would mean 
then that each 
student  would weigh 
the 
























This obvious relationship bet-




 of the voter's  A.S. 
fee seems likely to motivate a 
much larger proportion of the A.S. 
to participate in the annual election 
of officers and referendum on the 
budget. 
This proposal, as described thus 
far, perpetuates an existing 
situation whereby the incumbent
 
A.S.
 administration designs and 
approves the
 budget for its suc-
cessor 
administration.  


































































































































Tuesday of this week 
a com-
munity comment was 
written 
blasting MECHA because 
MECHA  
was allocated $650 for the 
establishment  of a Chicano 
newsletter  (La Onda) to 
make
 up 









 "Chicanos find it 
easier to say 
the 
Daily  doesn't give 













































































































 Chicanos are 
con-
fronted with in 
the U.S. 
Another 
reason  Chicanos have
 





Chicanos  have con-
fronted
 the Daily
 on an 















a  strong cultural
 tie with 
the 
community
 as we 
grow in-
telectually
 and viably. 
The Daily









publications  excursion 
deeply into 
the communityfar
 beyond the 
boundries  of the 
Spartan  Daily. 
Chicanos
 don't 









may -I says 
no
 too many 
times. 
And as far 
as Chicano 
events  on 






































































One can still be 
proud  of his 
own cultural heritage
 and still be 
an objective 
reporter.  In fact, it's 
imperative
 to have a good self-
image 
to
 breed the confidence 
necessary to 
conduct one's self in a 
professional
 manner. 
This is the essence of 
America's 
cultural
 revolution. Such a 
misnomer takes a stab at the 
heart  
of affirmative action 
and  the 
credibility of upcoming
 minorities 
and women into the avenues
 of 
journalism. 
Are  Armando 
Acuna and 
Elias 
Castillo, two excellent Chicano 
reporters for the San Jose Mer-






York  Times an incompetent 
reporter





and all excellent journalists. 
Moreover, this
 type of ethnocentric 
logic further 
shakens the sagging 
faith of America
 toward the media. 
Editor's note: 
The Mano a Mano 
column,along 




because of a shortage
 of space. A 
Chicano representative
 was 
notified  of this and 
told that he 
could submit columns in the
 form 
of community
 comments at 





would  be 
run  as space
 
allowed. 
It was his 
personal 
decision to 























 draw them 
Editor: 
Just as we were beginning to 
think that things had improved this 
semester in the Spartan Daily 
under Editor Kathy Rebello, we 




We let it pass unchallenged in the 
hope that it was
 a mistake. 
Then Tuesday, a new cartoon 
was inserted showing 
the U.N. with 
Israeli graves right next to it. 
We decided that either the 
Spartan Daily has a closet Zionist 
on its editorial
 board that picks out 
the cartoons or that the staff has 
decided to take 
an official anti -
Palestinian  stand. 
Whichever is the case, we would 
definitely welcome a debate on 
your
 pages if you finally find that 
you can put your anti -Palestinian 
ideas in writing, instead of in 
cartoons.  
Our position is very clear on this 
point: the Palestinian people who 













In spite of the
 fact that 103 
nations recognize 







 the U.S. and 
Israel  
can  still not 
see the 
light  (the 







What were the 
Palestinians  
supposed to do when 
they were 
chased out of their
 homeland and a 
settler colonial state (Israel) 
was  
established in its 
place? 
Were they supposed to eat 
meager U.S.





 supposed to remain
 
non-violent








 in one hand 
and in the other
 a 
program















 years from now 
and 
countless
 of casualties later, the
 
Israelis and 





History is on the side of the 
. Palestinians in this struggle bet-
ween oppressors and oppressed. 
The 
threats of New York City show 
that the 








realize  that time is running out 
for them. 
We call
 on Jews 
to join our
 
struggle now for the 
creation  of a 
better life for both 




is definitely no place 
for a Zionist military settler 
society in our midst. 
Badih Kantara 
President, 
Organizations of Arab Students 





























 is the 
expression
















 as human 
beings. 
I CAN'T
 CONCEIVE OF AN 
INDIVIDUAL 
WHO TRULY 
BELIEVES ART IS DEAD.
 If man 
has lost the ability 
to express 
himself in a creative,
 imaginitive 
manner, 
then he has lost his 
humanity.  What distinguishes man 
from the other animals? One 
distinction is the
 form of ex-
pression called "Art".
 
Do not tell me that art is dead. 
The death 
of
 art would 
mean  
the 
demise of man as a com-
municating, 
reasoning, creative 
























San  Jose 
Coeds"  was 
the 
headline
































































 'opy Editor 
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Photo Editor 














John  Flonflyo 
Janet Parker 
Valerie  McInroy 
Gall Wesson 
Joey Scanapico 










Bruce ai> hammer 














 stated it is 





San Jose policeman said the 
only connection the handicapped 
have to the crime rate is 
that they 
are often the 
ones
 victimized. This 
statement 
was made at a 
sym-




board  and 
care  
residents 
receive  an 
average
 of $15 
to $30
 a month for 
expenses  other 
than board and
 room, they 
are  
many  times mugged 
for the 
medication






 anyone to 
come  and visit our 
physically, 
mentally,  and 
socially  han-
dicapped neighbors.
 I think anyone 
who 














































































single  group 
By Susan Curtis 















A group of 13 divorced 
SJSU students
 spelled out 






 of the 
Newly Single Workshop, a 
rap  group sponsored by the 
Peer Drop-in Center. 
Everything from feelings 
of rejection to personal 
freedom were discussed. 
"It was like two wild 
animals locked in a cage 
with no place else to go," one 
woman 
said,  
describing  her 
married
 life. 
"It was just too much 
togetherness," another 






divorce led her to a 
new  







 to be me' 
"It's so neat to be me for 
the  first time," another 
woman said 
with a smile. 










of marriage as an 
institution and four 
said they 
would
 get married again. 
A 
good  feeling 
 "I still believe in 
marriage," one woman 
remarked, although she 
added  she felt good about 
reaching the divorce 
decision.  
"I really enjoy being 
single because that's the 
only way I can
 live with 
myself," one person said, 
explaining she had been 
married and divorced three 
times


























the last 10 
eyars," 
she 
said.  "I'm 
very
 mad for 
not 
preparing  









 have a, lot
 to do with 
how 
























with  him," 
one 
divorcee 
said.  "We 





awhile and it hurts," one 
person said matter-of-factly. 
"I had to deal with 
rejection because my wife 
left  me," one man cut in, 














 several people 
said.  
"I think it's impossible
 not 
to
 be jealous," 
someone
 said, 
"although society puts 
a 
taboo on it." 
One woman 




 feel jealousy 
until 





more  than her. 
Jealousy 










I need a lot 
of
 
people, not just one person," 
remarked the woman who 
had said she was upset 
because she hadn't prepared 
herself for the single life. 
"I'll never get married 
again. Although I may 
someday live with a man," 
she added. 
One woman summed up 
her conception of 
married  
life.  "You adapt and you 
changeor you get out of it
or you die." 
Another mused that if 
people can enjoy 
oceans,
 
Beethoven sonatas and 
beautiful scenery "Why 
can't they get lost in a 
beautiful individual?"
 
People should "try to look 
for the good side of 
everything," someone of-
fered. "It's not always easy, 
but it can be done." 
Instead 
of
 trying to change 
a person, find that in-
dividual's beauty, and dwell 
on that, she continued. 
Love is... 
"That's what I think love 
isthat kind of commitment
 
where you stick through 
everything," someone else 
said. 
Love was also described as 
"a fleeting moment" and all-
inclusive. 
"I don't 
think  love is ex-
clusive," 
a woman 
remarked. "Spiritually a 
person can't belong to 
another person." The body 
can belong perhaps, she 
said, but not the spirit. 
Having lived the single life 
for 
several years, one young 
woman said, "I'm 
now 
getting a fair 




have to be." 
First  
God, now art 
"Art" seems to be the most creative word 
around, at least on the walls of campus 
buildings. 
The scars still show where a 
would-be artist turned comedian affixed an 
"F" in front of 
the building designation last 













Chalk-faced and thin, former 
President Richard M. Nixon 
left 
the hospital yesterday 
and returned to 
his San 
Clemente villa, where he will 
be examined by three doc-
tors 
to determine if he can 
testify  at the Watergate 
coverup trial.  








 Jack hers 
A world
 renowned radical 
economist said yesterday the 
current crisis is not a world 
crisis but a capitalist 
economic crisis. 
Paul Sweezy, who recently 
returned from a two-month 
trip to the People's Republic 
of China as 
a guest of that 
government,
 said there is no 
crisis in that communist 
country.
 
Sweezy spoke to an 
overflow crowd of 260 in a 
lecture hall in the old Science 
Building. 
Seezy said that 
Europe  and 
the 
United  States "are in-
finitely richer and infinitely 
more 
troubled"
 than China. 
The 
capitalist economic 
theory is "why the Western 
world is in deep trouble, he 
said. 
"It's crucial to understand 

































college  year . 








 the College 








only on a 
remainder  of semester
 basis Full 
academic 











3171 Press of 
Erich  Printing, 
San Jose 
corporations 





 (the corporations)  I
 
L. 
are prepared to force it down 
 












have to," Sweezy said. 
Sweezy's 
lecture was the 
ninth 
in the World Economy 
In
 the 
'70s series held in 
support of 
the "dehired" 
economics instructors and 
the disfranchised Economics 
Department.  
system for the past 200 
years. 
The  capitalist state is 
always sinking into 



















banks  and large
 
corporations
 are betting 
the 
government
 will step 






he thinks the 
government 















 predicted that it 
there 
is
 a run on 
banks  as 
there 









 the banks 
open. 
The current
 remedy, he 




 that the 
Anthony D. Campagna 
MODE 

























 full time postittons available 
We sponsor you to 
real  estate school 
FREE scholarshipTuitton
 reimbursement 














he believes Nixon's 
blood 
pressure  would soar 
from the 
stress
 of the court -
ordered 
examination  and 
warned it 








and  a navy blue 
robe, the 
former  president 
was helped into 




out a rear entrance
 
in a 










 a second 
time Oct. 23 






are  the key to 
Nixon's 
convalescence, said 




word  when the three doctors 





specialists,  they 
were appointed
 by U.S. 
District  Judge 
John
 J. Sirica 
on Wednesday to 
determine 
within 15 
days  whether 
Nixon is 
well enough to 
give  
testimony  in 
the  coverup 
trial of five
 of his former 
political  associates. 
A rise in 
blood  pressure, 
combined 
with
 the blood -
thinning 
anticoagulant  drug 
the 6I




 would mean "the 
chance of a 
hemorrhage  is 
magnified," 
Lungren said. 
"But I have 
no
 control over 
it. That's the court's 
physicians,"
 1,tingren added. 
Mg-  
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 San  
Jose  











selling  your wine short. It's 
much more than 
the wine 
you can 
mix   it's the 
wine you 
can eat. The 













 Plum and 
then 




cream. It tasted so 






was  truly inspirational. 
Your
 super idea about eating Akadama
 
Plum really got our greedy taste 
buds  
flying and 
before  the day was over we 





to be the first person on campus to 
eat 
Akadama
 Plum, the grape 
wine  with the 
natural plum 
flavor.) 
AKADAMA PLUM CAKE 
1 package 
yellow
 cake mix. 1 package 
vanilla 
instant  pudding mix. 4 eggs. a cup 
oil. 3/4 cup 
Akadama  Plum. Combine 
all  




greased  angel food or bundt 
pan. 
Bake 
45 minutes at 350. Cool 5 minutes
 then 
invert





1 envelope unflavored 
gelatin. 1/2 cup cold 
water. 1/4 cup sugar. 2 
tablespoons lemon 
juice.
 1 cup Akadama
 Plum. Sprinkle 
gel. 
Mine over cold 














By David Reyes 
Campus radio station 
KSJS received the go-ahead 
for a 1,000 watt increase that 
includes stereo transmission 








program director, received a 
telegram Friday notifying 
him that construction of a 
stereo transmitter and 




operation with the 
increased 
1,000 





 application for 
the  
increase, according to Dr.
 
Clarence Flick, a KSJS 
faculty adviser, was 
delivered to the FCC in June. 
The reason the FCC took so 
long was that the
 effect of the 
increase on local 
stations  
had to be assessed. It was
 
found the increase would not 
put KSJS 







 now with 
only 8742 
watts  in monaural 
sound, 
will  begin con-
struction
 on the stereo 




 Dec. 21, 
Walton said. 
The increase






































































































 noon and 
1 p.m. for 
judging.
 Entries
 may be 
picked
 up 
between  4 


























equipment will come from a 
$35,000 state grant
 awarded 
to KSJS last April. 
Operational expenses for 
tapes, advertising and 
engineers  
salaries,  said 





The prime signal 
area  will 
be 
increased to a 15-20
 mile 
radius.  KSJS operates
 within 
a 











 radio at 
home  and I 
live in 




 that if a receiver
 
is in a direct
 line with 
the  
transmitter
 and no 
physical  
barriers









"I think that 
when
 we start 
operating 
with the increase 
we will be heard from the 













adviser,  and 
the  student 
staff  

















2 oz. POUCH 











































 Ave., S.J. 296
 5777 
1785 Hillsdale Ave 





When you're tired of cooking, 
come in and take a break today. 














 only at: 
McDonald's  3rd & 







 1 per 
customei  








WITH  MAMA 
THE WINE YOU CAN EAT. 
'Th  
Place 





 3 minutes). 
Then  add Akadama
 
Plum,  sugar and 
lemon
 juice and 







Add 1/4 tablespoon of 
cinnamon to 
regular plum gelatin when 
 you
 add the Akadama Plum. Then just add 
1 cup of cooked 




AKADAMA PLUM & 
ORANGE  OR 
PINEAPPLE 
OR BOTH GELATIN 
Add some diced orange 
or 
pineapple  or both to 
regular plum gelatin 
when 
the gel reaches 
syrupy
 stage. 
HOW TO HELP PASS 








some of that opened 
bottle of Akadama 
Plum straight or with 
rocks or soda or tonic 
water or 7UP or cola or 
ginger




juice or whatever. 
dama 
IS11 Is 10 MAMA 
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By Mike Lefkow 
The hottest soccer rivalry 
in the West 
culminates  the 
1974 season Saturday in San 
Francisco as the 
SJSU 
Spartans 
visit the University 
of San 
Francisco  Dons 
in
 a 
I p.m. affair. 
This final 
contest  for both 
schools
 will also decide the 
West Coast 
Intercollegiate  
title, as it has





 SJSU leads 
USF  in league titles, 6-4. 
The West's 
No. 1 ranked 
Spartans, 
13-1-3, need but a 
tie 




while  USF, ranked 
No. 3 in 
the West, needs a win 
to 
gain
 a co-championship 
with SJSU. 
No love lost 
Naturally, no love is 
lost  
between these
 two schools 
representing the Bay Area's
 
biggest cities. And, 
although 
the rivalry 
isn't  as famous as 
rivalries like the Giants-








and  Oklahoma -





















think  we'll 
need  to 
fire them
 up," 










of the year. 
"We are 
going to 






 in a 
bristling 
voice. 
"We  are 
ready  










































Nick Nicolas could start on 









































































That  has 
been



























































too  many stars 
and
 don't play as a 
team. 
That has been 
their problem. 
They are a 
















they've had a 
bad season. 
They've lost three games 
and tied two (against
 11 
wins) and have the best 
talent on the Coast," he said. 
But Menendez did admit 




don't play together 




 This will 
allow us to play
 a pressure 
game and tire them out. The 








































 a bye in 
the  first 
round
 of the 




















 win their 
first PCAA 
title match, 
they  will 
most 
likely  take on 










by the Spartans by a 
meager one point (4-
3 ) during regular
 season seeding 
play and downed
 the local 
poloists 7-4
 during the Irvine 






the  season 
with a 9-9 














The leading scorers 
for the Spartans are Tuck
 Curren, Lee 
Rider, and Glen 
Simpson with 14 goals
 each. 
Balanced scoring by the 
Spartan
















































near  the 




































has  scored 
more 










The  key to 
the
 Spartan 
defense  is 
All-American  
goalie  Ed 
White. 
According
 to SJSU 
coach  Mike 
Monsees,  White is 
one of the 
top 




 have built their
 defense around 
the returning 
letterman,
 and so far 
it has paid off.
 
The 
SJSU  polists also 
have an explosive 
offensive punch,
 
using  the fast break 





Spartan  wetballers are 
currently ranked 
second
 in the 
PCAA









If Jimmie the Greek had to 
predict how the Spartan 
cross country team is going 
to fair tomorrow at the 
Pacific Coast Athletic 
Association (PCAA ) meet in 
Fresno, he might find it a 
difficult 
task.  
The Spartans have 
had  a 
tough season ( 14), but they 
have had consistent per-
formances from a few of 
their  runners. 
Dan Gruber and Marc 
Genet  may surprise some on 



















































































Park  course 





PCAA  teams Fresno State 
and Long Beach State. 
Marc Genet won 
the  Chico 
Invitational and the 
Spar-
tan's only
 home meet 










































































































fired  up, 
very 
fired up, in fact. 
"USF needs to 
win. A tie 
does
 them no good. They 
have to  beat us if they are to 
be co -champs,"
 he said. 
Forward
 Tony Rosa thinks 
that USF is going 
to
 be hard 
pressed 


















preliminary  game the 
Spartans junior
 varsity will 
close its
 season with 
an
 11 a. 
in. match against













































































tough  matches are 







team, according to 
assistant
 coach Marti 
Hrugler.  
One is 
10 a.m. tomorrow at Chico 


























The American Lung 
Association  of Santa Clara and 
San 
Benito counties is sponsoring
 an all-star soccer game 
Saturday, Dec. 14 at Spartan 
Stadium. 
The teams will 
be comprised of the best
 players of the West 
Coast Intercollegiate 
Conference  and the Far West 
Con-
ference.

























































are  San 
Diego  





 lost to 
SJSU
 by one 















 their finest 
series of games














































feel proud to 




 so fine 
that it would rival 
44',.\ When we thought 
vi\
 about Dos Pesos for 








ing - if she lived 
in 
Guadalajara.
 Yet we 
wanted 
it all at a 


































and fried in a fluffy
 batter - the kind 
that we hoped 
















































proverb.  With 









dinners  or 
lunches  at 
Dos  Pesos. 
Making  an 
already  
good
 deal a 
good  deal 
better.  The 








Moffet  Boulevard, 







 384 N Capitol 
Aye,
 San Jose 
1072 Lincoln






















































 at Ohio 
State  Univer-
sity,





often he has 
been criticized
 for going
 out of 
bounds
 in ex-
pressing some of 
his  opinions. 




 No. 1 
ranking
 in the 
nation 







 for the 
"instant 
replay"  to 
be used to 
aid officials
 
during  college games. 
For
 three 
years  he has 
stated that 






 the 20th 
century." 
Officials  
after  all are 
human  and 
not  always 
able to make
 the right 
decision 
when  it 
comes
 to certain judgement
 calls. 
Hayes  was fuming 
over
 the officials' decision
 that his team 
didn't  score in the 
waning
 seconds of the game
 in East 
Lansing.
 Viewing films after the 
game, he said that seeing 
the play over again 
proved  that the 
potential
 winning touch-
down should have been counted. 
However,
 instant replays during 
the nationally televised 
contest
 also showed that in 
the final Ohio State 
drive an 
"interception" was






 had been able to 
consult instant replay
 cameras it 
would
 have shown that it 
was definitely a clean 
interception 
by 
the diving Michigan State
 player, and Ohio State
 probably 
wouldn't have
 had an opportunity to 
get as close to winning 
as it did. 
Requiring officials
 to consult film 
might  have had a 
distinct effect
 on a couple of 
SJSU
 games this season.
 A 
disputed
 safety was called late 
in the Spartans' game 
at 
Pacific on a kickoff 
to
 Mike Hopkins. The referees
 said that 
Hopkins stepped 
back into the end zone
 on his own accord, 
and 
not on the momentum 
of
 the kick. SJSU lost, 
29-27.  
Also the placement
 of the pigskin in 
a fourth quarter 
drive  
at 
Cal could have been 
rectified
 had the officials the 
option of 
seeing the play again.
 
When I was a freshman
 in high school, our football 
team's 
only victory was 
"tainted"  by the 
secret




 6-2, when on the last play
 of the game 
they threw 
a 50-yard pass on 
which  the receiver was 
stopped 
just 
short  of the goal
-line,




 witnessing a replay 
of the final action, it 
was  shown beyond 
much
 doubt that the ball 














stood their ground. 
I was elated
 because we were 
able to take off our 
freshman  
class
 "beanies." But I 
was  also clearly 
aware
 that the op-




 it would be a great 
idea that not only 
should  just 
grid
 officials but 
referees
 in all sports 
be 'assisted' by 
something 
with a better view of the
 overall action. 
I realize that this 
may  do away with most 
of the officials all 
together, but 
maybe  that's what 
should be done. 
We're  in a 
world of computers
 and automation 
when
 scientists say that 
a machine can






















to prepare for 
Fullerton 
just as hard as we 
would  to play 





Darryl  Rogers 
said about 
tomorrow's  game 
in Santa Ana. 
If they play as 
hard as they 
did against 
Cal and Stanford, 
SJSU may blow the Titans
 
all the way down 
to Tijuana. 
But Rogers 
isn't so  con-
fident. 
"It ( Cal State Fullerton)  
is 
located in Southern 
California,
 so we know it has 
a lot
 of good players because 







 located in 
Southern California, and the 
Titans have inhaled the 





Division II team -is a 
first -
year member of the Pacific 
Coast Athletic Association 
PCAA ) and has lost its only 
two conference games to 
Long Beach State, 48-21, and 
Fresno 
State,  28-6. 
Overall, Fullerton is 4-5, 
having won its first three 
games of the season over 
Northern Arizona, U.C. 





the first between the two 
teams.
 
"Of course, this is the first 
time the 
schools
 have met in 
football, so we really know 
very 
little
 about one 
another," Rogers said. 
"I have a great deal of 
respect 
for Pete Yoder 
(Titan coach) and 
I know 
they'll be pointing
 at us and 
will have the 
advantage of 
being fresh and rested after 









exactly  kill 
itself  last 










pineapple in a 32-11 rout 
SJSU is now 6-3-1.
 
"It's a fine all-around 
football team that features a 
strong defense and a good 
solid offense," Yoder said 
about the Spartans. 
"San Jose 















 a total 
team effort
 
just to stay 















 week off will 
help his team. 
"Having last 
week  off gave 
us some added
 time to 




bruises  and work in players 
who have 
taken over for 
those who have been in-
jured," 
he said. 
"It also gave us the op-
portunity to work more with 
Steve Martindale, our fresh-
man quarterback, who we 
feel has been getting 
better  















 and trailing 
league
















gained  more 











"The girls are swimming 
well even though 












After some "rest and 
quality 
workouts,"  Koivisto 
said she expects the 
swimmers to do even better 










 took first 
place in 
11 of the 12 in-
dividual 
events.  Four second 
places
 and two thirds also 
went to the Spartans. 
Fritz goes unbeaten 
Laura















































































(Choice  of 
Spicy 
Mexican  or 









































































 Enchilada, or Beef 
Taco,  























50-  yard 
breaststroke  
Wednesday 
as she clocked 
times in the 
50 and 100 yard 
freestyle
 events that 
qualified her to swim 
them
 in 
the nationals. She 
had 






 whipped with Mexican 
spices, 
surrounded  with 
Tostaditas and 






Chips,  spread with 
Refried Beans, Topped with 
Guacamole 
and  Sour Cream 
1.50  
compete  in national relays. 
Also 
unbeaten  in in-
dividual events
 at the meet 
were Lynn Vidali 
and  Clare 
Shemeta. 
Vidali




























Beef on a 
Corn
 Tortilla 






our  own Sauce. 
Guacamole  and 
















































































 and Sour 




















































the  100 yard in-
dividual  medley, her season 
ambition, by two -tenths of a 
second. She also won 
the 100 
yard backstroke 
and the 100 
yard 
butterfly.  
Shemeta took first in the 
200 yard individual medley 
and the 200 yard 
freestyle.  
Robbins takes first 
Already eligible to swim in 
the 100 yard breaststroke at 
the nationals, 
Linda  Robbins 
qualified







events against Sacramento. 
She also clocked a time of 
one minute, 15 seconds in the 
100 yard individual medley 
to take second behind Vidali, 
making her
 eligible to swim 
the event at 






Jorgensen  won the 50 
yard backstroke,
 fast enough 
to qualify for 
the  Northern 










Taking second place in the 
50 yard backstroke in 34 and 
six -tenths seconds also 
qualified Francie Adams to 
swim it in December's meet. 
She 
won  third place in the 50 
yard butterfly. 
Martha Shook took second 
in the 50 yard freestyle
 and 
Valerie Scott, 
dropping  five 
seconds
 from her best time, 
came in third in the 100 yard 
backstroke.  
Four 
Spartan  swimmers 
are now qualified to swim in 
individual events at the 
nationals, and all but four 
will swim 
in individual 
events  at the Northern 
California championships, 
which will be at SJSU  Dec. 
6 -
Nor







SJSU sabre fencing team 
will try to qualify for the 
Northern California sabre 
championships  tomorrow at 
Santa  Cruz. 
Doug 
Johnston,  




















"With  a little 
luck
 



















































































SJSU epee and foil teams 
have already 





Northern  California 
foil 
championships  coming 
up Dec. 7 
at SJSU. 






















































After a poor showing in the 
Palo Alto Invitational 
Tournament the SJSU judo 
team 




Championships tomorrow in 
Daly 
City.  




and  will 
begin  at 2 p.m. 
There are six 
weight 
divisions in the 
tourney: 139, 
154, 176, 205, heavyweight, 
and open. The Spartans 
will 




division,  according to 
coach 
Yosh Uchida. 
Freshmen Mike Klesser, 
Dennis Kayohara, Randy 
Surnida, and Keith Naksnoa 
will compete in the 139 -pound 
division. 
Eric Baker, Steve 
Bonoir, 
and John Baggot
 will fight in 
the black 
belt 154 -pound 
division while Robert Jolly 
and 
Peter Mondo will be 




 Hoyt, Bill Kauffold 
and Dave Long 
meanwhile 
will be 
in the 205 -pound black 
belt competition. 
Team captain 
Dan  Kikuchi, 
who represented 
the United 
States in the World 
University 
Games  in 
Brussels, will also be en-







































 Only -No 
Pets 
1510 

















































 Hot Links 
or 
Four
 Chicken Wings or 
Two  
Fillets of Fish... 
served
 with potatoe salad 
or macaroni salad, plus 
2 honey 
muffins -Only $1.99 
Fish and
 Sausage Sand. 
World  Famous Bean Pie 





 11 St. 




























































Rossi said. -There 
have
 
been shows that I 
thought 





people have the 
impression  that the Cof-
feehouse hires bands 
that  
are second or third 








always had a 
good
 response 
from the audience 
for every 
show.












































































































































 than Gary 
Smith. The 
South Bay Swing
 Band didn't 
I draw 
well because they 
I didn't 
have
 a name, but
 if 
they  get 
into
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low cost place to 
go to 
listen to good music," 
Rossi said. "It doesn't have 
the atmosphere it might 












ning of the 
semester.  Plans 
now
 call for the 





 so that 






begin  on a 
platform
 in the 
rear  of the 
hall 
and  booths 
for  the west 
wall, 
Rossi  said. 
A jazz  week is scheduled 




















commercial  and 
"Sergeant  
Bilko" are 
just a few of 
the 
oldies but 
goodies  that 
will 
be shown





























Nixon's  Checker 
























the songs, "Don't Be 
Cruel" and "Love Me 
Tender." 
The classic 





 the influence of the 
McCarthy 
era, as once 
famous FBI 
spy,  Herbert 
Philbrick, narrates
 the 




Ranger shows, a few Amos 
and Andy clips and 
Superman episodes 
Crowd 
howls  and roars  




Liberace  glitters 
I 
through  a Lawrence
 Welk' 








 share laughs in a 
rare clip 
of




 are at 
2 p.m.,
 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. 
Tickets are 
















Terry  Britton 
"When was the
 last time 
you had a good howl?" 






 at the Paul 
Winter Consort's
 concert in 





 full of happy 
wolves,  
put
 up a howl that 
probably 
caused 


















whelmed  the eyes,






 only 11 tickets
 were 
"Cyrano" to be played 










































 Hooker's English 
translation,
 the comedy -
drama features 
Ray 
Reinhardt  as 























Milpitas-Alviso Rd. (237)  & Fry 17 
(15 minutes from SJS) 
Now at Theaters #1 and #2 
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 40' On 
hiWs 11..,.1.0o 
sold for this 
performance,"  
said an elated
 Winter to the
 
crowd 
after  the first 
number
 




 to be 
giving a small
 seminar to a 
handfull of 
people.





 things were free 
everything 




that  point the throng in 
Morris Dailey cheered, 
whistled and roared in 
happiness.  
Winter then introduced his 
Consort ensemble: Robert 
Chappell on keyboards --
regal, harmonium, harp-
sichord, Fender Rhodes 




 organ, Ben Carriel 
on
 kettle drums, Surdos and 
bass marimba, Tigger 
Benford on tablas, bongos, 
congas and traps and
 David 
Darling on 
cello  and vocals. 
"People 
ask us sometimes 
what consort 
means," said 
Winter. "First we explain, 
rather loosely, that it is a 
small ensemble of musicians 
playing to achieve a specific 
blend and yet still allow 
individual members to 
improvise. 
"It also allows two or three 
musicians to form even 
smaller consorts within the 
main Consort, so that
 at any 




together  to 
produce a unique sound." 
And what a unique sound it 
was too, as was apparent in 
the very next number in the 
show, 








Directed by Masahiro 
Shindo 
The thin line between truth 
and falsehood. Man and 
woman struggle 














































while  Chappell 
lightly struck a 
hanging gong 
till it sounded 
like the 




Soon Chappell and Benford 
were utilizing every piece of 
percussion conceivable to 
man, from tinkling chimes 
and Mongolian cow bells to 
metronomes, metal cooking 
dishes and the pop from a 
champagne bottle 
which 
Chappell gleefully uncorked 
on stage. 





sort' with them, was when 
the knelt on either side of a 
vibraphone -like wooden 
instrument 
lying upon 






Plunking,  tapping, 
clicking and finally hitting 
their mallets together on 
off-
beats as they played, they 
finally brought a thrilled
 
crowd to its feet 
in applause. 
The second half of the 
show was just as stunning 
as the first, but very dif-
ferent in content and theme.
 
It was soon evident from 
Winter's comments that he 
and his group, in addition to 
embracing the 
Eastern  
concepts of man in 
unity  with 
nature, are 
also deeply 
concerned with any threat to 
that unity. 
"The chorus you hear are 





which  may soon be 
silenced forever. We 
dedicate this song to them 
and all the 
other  animals 
who may perish." 
Then
 the Sounds












 the shrill 























































keep  it 
full
 
Sat.  night 
What









By Alfred J. Bru 
'TIS 
A SAD SIGHT TO WATCH
 A FLOWER WILT 
BEFORE THY VERY EYES. One 
of your and my heroes, 
George 
Harrison, is biting the 
dust. The villain? Cir-
cumstances 
beyond  control -hopefully. 
On his second 
concert  gig of a 
scheduled  26-city, 
United  
States tour, 
Harrison's  voice began to falter. 
That was on Nov. 6 
at the Cow Palace 
in Daly City. The 
following  night, Harrison's




 to the point where he 







 storm began to 











night Inglewood Forum show in Los 
Angeles.  
The reviews have 
shot  to pieces Harrison's
 concerts and 
(apparently) deservedly so. 
Harrison's  voice is shot. 
Undoubtedly  his already
 mild 
confidence 
is shot and now his show 
is in a desperate need 
for  
a rejuvenating shot in the arm. 
Why 
did all this happen? 
Didn't Harrison 
prepare  
adequately to get his voice 
in shape to handle the lead 
vocal  
chores?  Or, is Harrison's 
chain -cigarette smoking 
habit  the 
culprit? 
Laryngitis? 
At the Nov. 6 show, Harrison
 claimed to be suffering from 
laryngitiswhich is a legitimate
 excuse for not coming to 
classbut not to cancel a concert gig 
which has 14,000 
anxiously awaiting fans who paid 
$9.50  a head to see and hear 
him play. 
Could Harrison have cancelled 
out his Thursday and 
Friday night Bay Area appearances and 
used this time to 
receive medical treatment for his thorax? 
Perhaps this rest would have allowed his voice 
to heal in 
time
 
for his Los 
Angeles  shows. But 
unfortunately,
 the 
"voice" went on to become even more inflamed with 
negative
 aspects. 
Couldn't Harrison re-schedule any 
cancelled  concert date 
for the middle of December when his tour officially 
culminates in New York City's Madison Square Garden? 
If the Rolling Stones (as they did in 1971) can fly from New 
York to add an 
extra  gig in San Francisco, then Harrison 
should be able to 
afford to do the same. 
Fans can hold tickets 
Those fans who already had purchased tickets in advance 
could hold 
onto  them as "rain checks" that would be valid for 
use 
at
 the re-scheduled dates. 
The delay might bum out a few die-hard fans, but the wait 
would be worth it if it would result in a high quality per-
formance-that Harrison is capable of delivering. 
Of course, this is not as feasible 
as it sounds. There is 
Harrison's contract with the promoter and the 
promoter's
 
contract with the 
facilities.  
Breaking these legal binds potentially means that large 
sums of moneys would be lost, stemming
 from rental fees, 
artist fees, advertising costs, 
and  gate revenue. 
There is also no 
guarantee that a Cow Palace
 or an 
Oakland 
Coliseum 











 wanted to back 
out  of the early 
shows,
 he probably couldn't
 because of the 
immense  legal 
and technical obstacles. 
Harrison may have also wanted 
to go on with the show and 
suffer the 
humility  of his handicap because he didn't want to 
lose his purse. 
Harrison humiliated 
Whatever the case, Harrison has humiliated himself and 
disappointed his fans who had to shell out so much payola, 
only to sink with the ship because he and we were victims of 
circumstances. 
Before the tour began, Harrison said that he "was 
turning  
into a lawyer or accountant. I wanted to get
 back to being a 
musician. This is a test. Either I'll 
end  this tour ecstatically 
happy 









































































































$5.50  to $7.50
 and will
 probably 






















































































Admission  is 
$1 for students















HUTCHERSON  in a 





































II Sunday 4-8 
V 



















































































 finding a 
qualified applicant
 to fill 



































































































































indicated  that 
Smith's






Originally, Smith was an 
administrative assistant to 
CSUS's Learning 
Center's 
coordinator  since 1972, but 
in the last year, Smith 
assumed the respon-
sibilities of acting coor-
dinator of the Learning 
Center,
 where EOP tutorial 
faculty sponsored a lab for 
developing educational 
skills. 





 him to apply
 for 
the SJSU 











munity  and 
trying
 to find 
out
 how to 
make  the 
program 





Smith has worked in the 
capacity of adviser, 
counselor, and head tutor 
in the CSUS EOP office. 
He has
 a B.A. in 
an-




 a M.A. 





also  a 











 and an 
associate 





















honors list and a graduate
 







Artists and craftsmen  




Fifth  Annual 
Fantasy 




to the S.U. 
Umunhum 
Room  on Sunday 
between











 and 5 p.m. 
I..  
Sasa, a local jazz group, 
will appear at the Joint 
Effort Coffee House tonight 
at 8. Admission will be 51) 
cents. 
Tryouts for the Women's 
Intercollegiate Basketball 
team  will be held the week of 
Dec. 2. All interested women 
should contact
 Coach Lewis 
( Per. 154, 277-3540) prior to 
team tryouts for information 
regarding









 Sandy Snyder 
A woman who 
wasted no 
time 
"hitching  her wagon to 
a star" is Terry Lee London, 
a 25 -year -old SJSU
 senior, 
who  will receive her B.S. 
degree in aeronautical 
operations in December. 
"When I graduate, 
I hope 
to get hired as 
a flight 
engineer 
for  a commercial 
airline,"
 she said. 
"Depending on how
 fast I 
advance, I 
might  eventually 
work as a 
co-pilot and then a 
pilot."
 
Born  into a 
"flying 













 in flying. 
"My mother 























































derby  (a 
cross-country
 race
 open only 
to 









was the pilot 
and I 























"In  the 






 Cal., to 
Elmira, 
N.Y.  This time, 
I served as 
the 
pilot,"  she 
said.
 "It was a 
great  
experience




























Weber  State 



































have  the 
best 



























handing  over 
large sums 
to
 friends and 
associates,





reduce  his 
private
 gifts if he is 




























 to any 
federal  
employe,  


















"You've  made 
me
 see how 
some
 of my acts,
 which were 
undertaken  out 
of generosity 








told  the 








 said giving 








 was a morally













Terry Lee London 
a year and 
a half, she "got 
sick 
of
 school" and 
decided 
to 










 and just toured 
around, 












while  on vacation to 
"get away
 from it all." 
"While




was  allowed to 
participate  
in the First 
International  
Helicopter 






 were to be 
ready  to act 
as an extra 
co-pilot  in case 
one 
became  sick 
or was 
unable 
to fly for 
some 
reason. I never 
got  to leave 
the ground, but 
it was fun 
being 
involved
 in the event 









 times, she 
reported. 






















think  the 
longest














































 five days." 
"That was




it was so long 
and I 
flew alonge. I had 
a small 
Cherokee 180 
with a single 
engine 
that was not 
suf-
ficiently equipped 
to fly the 
direct route 
through  Canada, 





terrain,"  she 
explained.  
Consequently, 
she had to 
follow the 
Alcan Highway, 
which is an indirect, but 
safer,
 route. "I had 
to fly 




I had had to land 
in the 
surrounding moun-
tains for some reason, no 
one 







 and she had 
no 
difficulty 
completing  the 
trip. 
She
 has ever experienced 
danger or fear during 
her  
flights. "No, 
never.  My 
whole life has 
been involved 
in flying, so 
I learned very 
early not
 to be afraid. I have 
never even had any close 
calls," she said, 
shuddering  
from the thought
 of a crash. 
"I 




Terry  also teaches 
aviation every summer 
at 
Weber College
 in Ogden, 
Utah.
 




 The class is 
made up of about 300 boy 
scouts and about 
200  adults," 
she 
said. 





weather,  while the 
adults 






space  travel. 
Most of the 
adults  are 
teachers
 themselves, she 
said, and attend the week-






serves as a 
flight instructor
 at San Jose 
Airport, 
where she teaches 
about 
30 hours a 
week.  
"I'm helping 
people  learn 




pilot's licenses," she 
said. 
"It  takes about 15 
hours 
before 
they  can fly by 
themselves 
and about 45 
hours to get their
 licenses." 
Her
 work preference 
after 
she is 






 long as I can get 
a 
job flying for 
some com-
mercial airline." 




will  take me 
because the 
competition in 



















Fri.  Nights  
852 
Perk  Ave. 






























Garry  Harris  Co. bring 
country
 






nights  from 
7 to 11. 
163 W. Santa 
Clara 












 thai you 
have  trierl our
 lood, we are
 
continuing





you  haven't 
tried our 





 so at a 












and  Sun. 
9a.m..9p.m.  


































22,  '74 
 

































 and the 
Mad  Duck who 
pops 
in with the 

















is accused of 















Hysterically wild as Phil 
Silvers as con -man Ernie Bilko leads 
Colonel Hall through Nick's Diner on his way to an AWOL
 
wedding and on the 
night  of War Games. 
Elvis 
on
 Ed Sullivan 
Elvis was censored from the waist down' as 
he punded out 
"Don't Be Cruel" & "Love Me Tender." 
An utterly magical 
piece  of purest nostalgia. 
What is Communism
 
A classic short 






 Americans in on 
the true evils and





























Elvis sings Hound Dog,
 to a live 






Roundup  Tone with
 Imogene
 Coca and 







 wrench the 
hearts of 
little  old 
and  




 heads of 
Ameri-
ca, this is the rush 








 saves a famous 
scientist from the evil 

























 how does 
he










 manages to 
send  Amos to 
meet  the iudge 






















 home till 
she  
finds
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orthopedic  surgeon 









 list of 
physical  
ailments



















a day for 
injuries 
sustained while 











sports  include 
men's and 
women's  physical 
education 
classes  and in-
tercollegiate  athletics. 





 of improper body 
conditioning training, 
coaching and game rules. 
Certain changes must be 
made
 in game rules to avoid 
injuries, Johnston said, 
especially in the game of 
football. 
Football is the most 
"potentially dangerous" 
sport, Johnston said. There 
are 70 to 80 deaths a year 
resulting from football, he 
added. 
A recent ABC News report, 
"Danger in Sports," said 





























0101   
331.1. v 





































result from using 
the head as 
a tackling 
device,  the report 
said, adding
 that the fault
 of 
these 
head  injuries 
lies on 
the
 coaches for 
teaching  
their players to "bury 
your 
head  in your 
opponent's  
chest"  when tackling. 
Injuries to the head, 
neck 
and spine have 
crippled and 
paralyzed 
many  young men, 
the report
 said. 
Johnston said it is 
necessary to change the 
rules of football to forbid 
use  
of head tackling. 




seriousness of head injuries 
and doing something to 
change the 'do or die' feeling 
of 
many  coaches and 
players. 
Jim Welsh, athletic trainer 
for the men's intercollegiate 
athletics at SJSU, said 
soccer, wrestling and judo 
are high in injury
 rate along 
with football 
because  of the 
danger 




"Most  of the 
injuries
 are to 
lower
 extremities
 of the 
body, the
 knee, 
calf  and 
ankle"  Welsh 
said,  "and to 
the 
head  and 
neck."  
Welsh explained 
that  none 
of 
the  average 
500  reported 
injuries
 in men's 






















 three or 
four
 are out for the
 rest of the 
season
 due to 


















 serious football 
injuries 
were in the area 
of 
the 
knee  or shoulder, ac-
cording  to Welsh.
 
The most common








 of the knee and 
ankle, 
according to 
Dr.  Clair 
Jennett, 
Chairman of the 





















published  a cook-
book called "The Cookery." 
The members
 of the upper 
division national fraternity 
all contributed recipes. 
Main  
dishes, salads, salad 
dressings, vegetables, 
breads, desserts
 and a 
special section on ethnic 







specializing  in the 
natural  looks 
KID*.










































































































































































It is ring -
bound and
 the 






"The Cookery" lists for 
$1.50. 
The 
cookbook  goes 
on
 sale 
this week on 
















 player Joe 
Salerno
 
semester of injuries 
attained  
in P.S. classes. 
Although women's sports 
may not be as potentially 
dangerous as men's, ac-
cording to Johnston,
 the 
number of injuries is 
in-
creasing as women's 
sports  
grow. 
Already this semester, 11 
injuries have been reported 
in the women's P.E. classes 




Based on these reports, it 
appears that gymnastics, 
volleyball and basketball are 
the more injury -prone sports 
for women. 
Melody Toth, SJSU's new 
trainer for women's in-
tercollegiate athletics, said 






year, probably because the 




injuries,  it is 







 endurance and 
coordination. Johnston 
explained. 
It is the 
responsibility  of 
the 





























TUESDAY NOV. 26th 7:00 PM 


















Johnston said, include 




 control when falling 
and avoiding contact of 
vulnerable
 parts of the body 




athlete's  attitude also 
affects 
whether
 or not he is 
more prone to be injured, 
Johnston 
said. 
"If you're a do or dier, 
you're more apt to get 
clobbered," Johnston said. 
A player can be aggressive 
in his sport but avoid injury 
by doing it 
correctly,  he said. 
One who has learned his skill 
well is safer than an athlete 
who has a 'win some, lose 
some'  attitude. 
"Rank amateurs are those 
who get hurt," Johnston 
added. 
When a player is injured, it 
is vital that he receive im-
mediate and proper first aid 
treatment as well as 
treatment that would return 





As a doctor, 
Johnston  said 
it 
is his responsibility to hold 
back an ahlete 
from playing 
when he is not reconditioned 
and
 fully recovered from an 
injury. 
Toth explained
 that it is a 
trainer's duty 
to work in 
conjunction 
with a physician 
to help return 
an
 athlete to a 
game situation
 by treatment 
and 
rehabilitation  of an 
injury. 
The 













ultrasounds,  (a device used 












































 only top grain Canadian
 leather used 
 resilient
 composition rubber 
sole 
 full heel 
counter 
 hand -sewn 
with nylon thread 
(not
 cotton) 




















 job code 
By Robin Budrow 







Nutting  to 
include 
lomosexuals
 as a minority 




 Jose City 
Council Tuesday. 
By a 6-1
 vote, council 
approved a 
measure
 to add 
"sexual preference" to the 
city's municipal code. 
Prior to the council's 





color,  national 
origin, sex or 
ancestry.  
The other part 
of the plan, 
a 
proposal  to add 
homosexuals to the list of 
minorities who have 
grievance 
rights through San 
Jose's Affirmative Action 
Board,
 will be brought to the 
council in several weeks, 
Nutting said yesterday. 
The request for council's 
approval came from both the 
city and county 
human 
relations commissions. 
"Sexual  preference, as 
used in this context, 
shall  
mean the 
choice  of human 
adult sexual partner 




chairman  of the 
commission in 
a letter to the 
council. 
Nutting had asked the 
council, human relations 
commissions and the 
Affirmative Action Board, 
in separate appearances 
over the last two months, 













are "found out." 
Nutting,  who was not 
present





Thursday  that he 
was 
"surprised but glad." 
Surprised because
 he had 
not been 
informed
 that his 
proposal was













































charges by the 

























 to sit 
back." 
Judi Phillips, a spokesman 
for the group, told a Capitol 
news conference that the suit 
would be filed because 
Moretti's "Number came up. 

























































































































waiting  for 
you on the 











The  internal proleetson MOIV 
women Inset 
MADC 
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 Professors of 
California  
(UPC),
 said the 
ratio








into a good thing. 









of Finance into low-
ering the 
student -faculty 
ration (SFR) on which the 
state 
university's  are 
audgeted faculty positions. 
He 
said
 Chancellor Glenn 
Dumke
 and Gov. 
Reagan 
have been responsible for 
raising the SFR
 since 1969. 
UPC,
 he said, 
wants  to 
return to 
the  1969 SFR-and 
,ees the enrollment


















Finance to turn 
the situation 
around," 
Duman  said. 
"We're




 going to 
:eke 
it into 
the  political 
arena, and
 we invite 
the 
administration  
to join us 
since we can't
 depend on the 
chancellor," 
he added. 




several recently elected 
state 
assembly  members -
including Leona 
Egeland,  D-
San Jose, and Jerry Smith, 
D
-Saratoga.  
"We're also planning 
a 
meeting with Jerry Brown's 
people," he said. 
"For  the 
first time in eight years, the 
people of 
California  are 
going to have a governor who 




Robinson, of the office of 
academic planning,
 the SFR 
has risen from about 16.5:1 






faculty  positions the 
university is budgeted. As 
the ratio goes 
up,  the 
university gets fewer faculty 






 at about 
17.5:1 but will slip back to its 
budgeted figure 
of 18:1 when 
the upcoming
 $638,000 
payback is made. 
Duman said 






President  Hobert 
Burns to discuss
 the issue. 
issue. 
"I'm going to 
propose  that 
the 
administration,  UPC and 
any other faculty groups that 
want to join, should get 
together and make known
 to 
the legislature
 and the new 
governor what the high 
student -faculty 
ratio  means 















 are hoping 
for a "vast exchange














 said of this 
Saturday's conference planned
 to start at 8 a.m. 
"We will set up 
future meetings for
 fall and spring,"
 
Gonzales said. 
The Fresno meeting will





 the conference will focus on six 
areas of Chicano student interest: 
 Forming a steering 
committee
 for statewide MECHA 
organizations, 
 Developing























Workers  and La Raze Unida. 




 said, will be the 
workshop.  He 
continued  that 
participants  
at the 
meeting  will 
attend two 
workshops,  one each 
of the 
conference topics. 
"In this way, the general body (of the
 conference) will be 
able to 
chose  from 
two resolutions 
instead





 drawn up at the
 workshops,
 
Gonzales  said. 
He said about 30 




 70 from Santa 
Clara  County. 
Gonzales said 




 members from Cabrillo College in 
Santa  Cruz, West 
alley Junior College, 




Gonzales said a $1.50 registration fee 





























 buy food 
and 
later  afflicted 
with  an 
attack 
of
 flu, Dr. 
Frederic  
Weed, SJSU 
political  science 
professor
















and  the 



















"I was very 




















rather  than 



























seemed  to 
agree










































 and in 
France's 
academic  


















 he plans 





"Well, right now. 
I am un-
decided. I am still
 working 
the material over and at-
tempting  to organize it." 









 last week, 
which  the 
group  seemed to 
find in-
teresting." 
"I guess you 
might say I 















 he spent 
most  of 
his 
time  in 
Spain  and 
France,  
devoting  only 
about 
a week
 each to 









 no 'culture 
shock' 





culture  and 
customs 






 I spent 
most





are like those 
of 
America,"  he 
explained.  
"The fact 









































































































































































 French and Spanish 
helped quite a bit 
too,"  he 
continued. "This
 enabled me 
to get along quite well 
and to 
eliminate the

























Weed  said he 
found the 
people in 







helpful  at all 
times, 
particularly  those 
in the libraries who assisted 
him with his 
research. 
He
 said he enjoyed
 a six -
week 
stay
 with a family 
in 
Barcelona, 
whom  he had 






Weed's  family in 









to stay in 
touch 
with us. So 
when  I went to 





courteous  in 
every way, and I 






 because it 
was  so 
similar in 
many
 ways to 
mine,"




also  lectured 
on 
international  law in 
Spanish 
at the 




Granada,  and in 
English
 at the 














liberal  arts 
students," he said. 
However, 
they didn't
 seem to have as 
much 
academic 
freedom  as 
students 
in France, which 
seems 





Granada  was 
one of his  favorite











































































was  a 
weekend.  













































Major  Credit Cards 
Accepted  
78




 to the Louvre ui 
Franca..
 
the Rhine River 
in German 
and other 
continental  at 
tractions. 
Weed, who has been 
teaching at SJSU since 1948, 
received
 his B.A. from the 
New York State College for 
Teachers
 in 1940, his M.A. 
from Columbia University in 
1941 and his doctorate
 in 
international
 relations from 
Columbia





































& F si 
Santa C4,4 Sl 
Briny
 










17th and East 


































Early Graduation Sound Appealing? 
Check out January 





Is demonic po  
in,,
 your thing? Try 
Anthro 10e. Features tirewalking,
 




 Maoism" by Gorden 
Fox. Sponsored by Young 
Socialist 
Alliance. 
Umunhurn  Room, Student 
Union,






Office for Rent at 
Newman  Center. 79 
S. 5th St., 
32020
 ft plus adjoining 
room 120 sq. It 5100 my 
Call /95 
1771, Shirlee 
Cummings  or Phil 
McCrillis. 
































at Mar. Dailey, 7&
 
10 P.m. by  A Phi 
0. 
Sprout Sandwiches -all kinds
 
HERO'S  89 cents.
 We accept 
fond 
stamps.













 collect (415) 























Nov. 20. at 7th 
and 
San 



































Ideal  Gift. The 







Project 75 (al 
Program
 to increase 
minority enrollment
 in med-schooll 





subjects  at S.J.S.U. 
For further information
 call 277. 
3105. 
50 
per  cent Discount on All 
Jawelery
 in 








rings. -watches pendants -pins 
earrings
 tie 
lacs cuff links 
Receive your FREE CATALOG and 





































School of Ballet 
Essential  
"technique" for 










Grant,  Director. 
241.1300  
Unwanted Nair Removed by a 
Registered Nurse Electrologist. 
Phone 265 1440 1 9 p.m , 2166 Lincoln 
Ave. 
SUMMER JOBS FOR '75 
No experience necessary. Apply for
 
jobs at State and Federal Praks,
 
Guest Ranches, Tourist resorts, 
private camps. 
Learn  How. 
When 
Where to apply. Receive over
 100 
California names
 and addresses 
Send
 02.00 to ).0
 B. PO Box 708. 
Monterey, CA 
93960.  










a TU or Stereo, free 
delivery free 
service 








































































000000  -San Jose's newest
 
waterbed 
company -experience the 
comforts 
and  pleasures of 
a tropical 
island right 
in your own bedroom.
 
Operated 
by fellow studenis. 
Islander  Waterbeds, 1528 W. 
San 
Carlos 
ablks  west of Sears) 
292  
5212 
Shreded Foam Rubber -45 cents per 
POuncl
 
Call 293 1954 
'67 TRIA Eget cond. Amer Mags, Gdyr 
Radials. New top & seats, AM Radio, 
Roll Bar -Cherry
 
$2150 offer 226. 
5938. 
Peevy P.A. 6A Mixer Amp, 
wren
 5650 
Two columns 5 
ft high w four 12" 
speakers Shorn. 5500. 
All equipment 
is only 6 
months  
old 245 1918. 
Tape Deck. 
Teac
 4010 Reel to Reel. 













Ideal  tor planting or 
other
 uses. Will sell or 
consider
 
Lease Option to responsible 
persons.
 
542.000. For appt 
write  Owner.
 P0 
Box 311, Antos 95003





-large  variety 
52.50 each.
 New summer king
 site
 
tapestries 56.95 Incense pack of 25 
for 50 
cents Large variety of 
pat. 
ches. Iron on 
transfers.  Imported 
walking canes 
from India. Pipes and 
paraphanalias. Strobe 
lights  Large 
variety of black 
lights, one block 
from the 












cella.  51950 
Phone
 0670079  







needs if your 
'nterest
 is 




wide selection to choose
 from 
Touring bikes are also in stock to 
round out a complete bicycle 
collection. Gene's  Prudes first rate 
service on all bicycle 
repairs
 All 
major parts for bikes are available
 
So come down and let Gene's take 
care Of 
your  bicycle needs.







Downtown W   
Under new 
rnanagrnent.
 Low prices 
on
 both new 
and 
used waterbeds 
and  ac 
cessories. Check our 
prices!  Special 
prices on purchases 
of
 2 or more 
waterbeds.













accessories.  Special 
courtesy 
extended  to SJSU 
students  









Mountain  View. 
and  
Morgan 




 2331 S. 7th St. at 
Tully  
Road,






Natural color. photography  for
 
your  
wedding You keep all 
dhoti  taken 
plus 
the original negatives land a 
free, white 





 quality work 












 Offer --Jim 









































267  3119 
Typing (IBM) Mtn. View Home Sec'y 
Reports, term papers, theses,
 
dissertations. 960 ?BIS 










siso a month Call 269 11583 or 225.0911 
MOVING? 
Light  Hauling WOO 
per hr. or by the 















 & Press, bring this 
ad 1 
pants 
YOU  PAY FOR 
ONE -limited  
otter ends Nov 
30.  Sorry limit 2 
pants 
per  week 





 shirts, most 
dresses incl 




 pants longer or 
shorter
 if you 
know  the inseam 
measure needed.
 1 day service. 
Must bring
 this ad -NO LIMIT -
Tailor on duty KELLEY & LOUISE 
CLEANERS,
 Santa Clara



















at 235 E 
Santa


















































































Typing (I BM I Mtn.





dissertations. Phone 966 7965 
Thesis & Academic Typist. IBM 
Selectric
 II Ask about
 my bonus 
rate for











Dryclean & Press bring this ad 2 pants 
YOU PAY FOR ONE limited offer 
ends Oct 31 
KELLY & LOUISE 
CLEANERS Santa 




































































 minus  yard
 work
 954 
Idlewood Dr . San 























































Room tor Rent in 





Clubhouse next to golf course, Kit 
painting, and 
sculpture.  
Hours  and 
Priv 
565 per mo. 
Near
 IBM 224.0411 
salary
 to be 
arranged
 Call 293.7433 
ask
 for Don 
Monier Olsons. 





T V & 
maid





122 N 8th 
St 
PhOne 193 6345. 
Male or Female
 . 24 or older. I 
am an Asian 
American  female 
grad  
Student working on a 
masters  in 
couseling. I'm 
looking for an 
open, 
honest 



















 an imels. 





 duplex. Frplce, 
air  
cond.  & shag crpts.
 AEK Rent due 
1st of ea. month 




campus (Willow Glen) 
S75, Call 
Nancy  264 8968 





56 dB Would YOU Like to Spend
 Xmas 
in the Santa 
Cruz Mts? Wanted 2 
people to live in int 
home from 12-19 
to Ill. Call for further 




I Bdrm. Apt., 513000. w w carpets, no 
pets 





351  8002. 
Guest House -Le 
Studio
 size -kitchen 
access. Near Bascom & MO. $100 rho 
M...F
 Call 249-5551 
Room
 For Rent -Women
 Only. 
Private bath, reK, and kitchen 





 rent. 5170-4190 mo. 
6100 Deposit Lease til May. See 
Mgr. 635 S 11th St No 1 298 0102 
San 
Jose
 Residence Club Coed 
Beautiful





linen & maid 
service, color 









$109.50  single. 201 










787 3175 or 
734  
2241 
ext  320. 
Men & 
Women  Drivers
 for ice cream. 
candy, 
son 
drink route Afternoons 
and weekends,  
full
 or part time 3010 
SO 
percent  
commission  Tropical Ice 
Cream Co 330 Race 
St 297 4221 





































































Mtn  View 965 







Lost -Man's Tan Corduroy Jacket -
Fleece lined -Thursday.
 Oct 31, 
Reward 
269 1512 or 7925471  
Lest:  Handmade 
silver































































&made  by 
a bar 
area infer Excell Comm 
on sales 
price of S89 Cali SRI 






































Happy  Birthdayt  
iove.
 need want you 
Love me 
P.S. 
Fuzzy  nose 
&all  
I'm Considering 




for living? Does 






















 6 Ace. Sale!
 
10 






 with this 
ad. Mru 
Dec 9. 1974 House of Honda 2478 W 














Minor only on 














being rtpped off? 
Call
 CSIS Campus 








 refused Call 789 8681 orslop 
by 404 S 















Tuneup, repair & front ant alISIS 
want Open Sat 
Bring Mk gd ter 
discount 














































 I if etlrne tread 
warranty
 














all year round 
CONTACT !SCA,





 LA Calif 90049 
Tel 




























Overseas Jobs -Australia. Europe. S. 
America,  Africa_ 
Students
 III 
professions and occupations $700 10 
53000 
monthly.  
Expenses  paid, 









 Corte Madera,  CA 94925. 
Need rtde 

























 is  half 
breed  
Indian

















































days  days 
2.00 2.25 


















Ado .50 .50 .50 .50 .50 
Minimum
 three lines 
tile 
13.1V  
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 on a 
slight  incline 
when wearing
 these shoes, 
the muscles
 in the back 
of 
the legs 
tend to become 
stretched
 while adjusting 
to 
them. 
"I've had mine 
for a 
couple of months
 and they're 
really 
comfortable,"  said 
Chris.  In fact I hardly wear 
anything
 else." 
Both agreed that 
their  new 
shoes hurt 
their  calf muscles 
for a few 
days when they 
first 
began  wearing them. 
Stretches muscles 
"You're sort of hooked
 
when
 you first put them on 
because they feel so com-




 a little." 
90percent
 able 
'Over  90 









Surath said if the
 shoes are 
fit properly, there 
should be 
no 
problem getting used 
to 








in Palo Alto, 
said that 
about 20 per 













and a few people just can't 
wear them." Rosenbloom 
said. 
Rosenbloom said that 
people with extremely wide 
feet or with flat 
feet  have 
difficulty 
wearing  the low-
heeled 
shoes. 
Dr. Steve Subotnick, a 
podiatrist















"Negative -heel shoes have 
a tendency to 
stretch  
already
-tightened  muscles in 
the leg,"
 Subotnick said. 








 said that people 
with normal feet can easily 
adapt to low-heeled shoes. 
Deformities cause problems 
He did however, that 
people with deformities in 
their legs and feet, such as 
someone with flat 
feet,  might 
experience problems with 
negative -heel shoes. 
While the controversy 
lingers over the 
merits  of the 
newest craze
 in footwear, 
those 
sporting  negative-heel 
shoes around campus 
























"I like them 
because  they 
make me stand 
up straight 
and other 
















 said it felt 


























them so much she doesn't 
wear
















Kalso  is 
credited  with 
inventing  the 
theory behind 
negative -heel  
shoes
 in Denmark




 she sold her 
invention. 





to bring the 
negative-
heel shoe to 
the U.S. in 
1970. 
Since 
then,  Roots 
and 
approximately









according  to 














back  to the 
heels. 
But 
specialists  in 

















tension  on 
the  calf," 
said  Dr. 
John 























Continued from page 1 
"In our contract we set 
the 
price and it can 
be changed 
by mutual agreement," 
Wineroth said. "Due to 
circumstances beyond our 
control, like the sugar 




Wineroth said the contract 
contained a "30-day clause," 
that stipulates if the com-
pany isn't making a profit on 
the machines, it can pull out 
in a month. If the university 
isn't satisfied it can also 


















































































has  7 
per  cent 
of his 
or 
ASIAN  SENIORS 
Thar* will be a graduate 
recruitment meeting on 
campus for the UNIVER-


























provides  for a 













remaining  three per cent of 





 employe benefits 
upon retirement at age 65, 




should the employe die. 
The main difference 
between the two plans is  the 
provision for vesting (the 
amount the employe will 




Under the Connecticut 
General plan, the employe 
would receive 10 per cent of 
his contributions after 
working one year for 
Spartan Shops. 
The percentage would 
increase
 by 10 per cent per 
year for 10 or more 
years  of 
service.  
The  employe would be 
reimbursed 100 per 
cent of 
















































































per cent of his 
or her con-
tributions after 
working  one 
year for Spartan Shops. 
The percentage would then
 









Also, under the 
Dukes 
plan, 










from one per 
cent to 10 per 



































to pay us a 
minimum of $40,000 
even if 
they don't make a profit," 
Wineroth said. "We get a 
reading on the machines 
each month, 
and  I know last 
year they had
 to pony up a 





 thing about 
the situation," Shiveley
 said, 





from the 15 -cent
 bar to the 
20-cent bar the sales have 














Servomation  only 
has




next  January, 
we'll  be 
selling 25
-cent  bars if sugar 
prices 














getting  like the 
retail  stores," Hiran
 added. 
"you  have to use
 a grease 
pen to 
keep up with




something  to do witli 




He said that younger 
people could tolerate the low-
heeled shoes more easily 
because they have 
not worn 
high -heeled 





"Older people have tighter 
muscles and they could tear 
their achilles 
tendon by 
wearing low-heeled shoes," 
Ferguson said. 
Don Surath, who manages 








































Shopping  Center 
1600 Saratoga Are. 
Ph. 
374-3202  
en 1(1! efdlegv 
Exorcism:























































































































































































Digi-Lite  tuning dial with a 
stereo indicator light. Two plus two 














 black and white
 TV 
features a superb 
super  power 
chassis with custom 
Perma-set  VHF 
tuning  control. Deluxe
 Video range 






























 lets you play
 it all day 
without
 getting hot.
 Floral design 
goes with 





We offer the 
most liberal
 
trade-ins  on 
single components
 and on complete 
stereo systems
 and TV's 
HI





two blocks from campus 
Open 
Daily  9:30-9 Sat 
9-6 Sun 12-5 
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JOSE
 
CAMPBELL
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